Event Overviews
H = High-Tech Program or High-Tech Versions Available

Team Building
Amazing Chase (H)
Teams have an amazing time chasing down locations where they acquire points for performing physical, mental and creative
challenges. This versatile activity is highly customizable. Great for product launches and other events where you want to
highlight company information or reinforce meeting content.
Beach Buggy Battle
Teams create their own version of a beach buggy out of cardboard and a variety of tropical decorating materials. Once
complete, all beach buggies battle it out for the best time on an obstacle course. Two team members “drive” the buggy but all
members of the team must participate in the challenges they face along the course!
Chariots Afire
These sweet chariots may swing low, but spirits are sure to be high! Teams build chariots to carry them home across the finish
line of an obstacle-filled racecourse. We supply carts, building and decorating materials. Participants supply creativity and
horsepower to get around the course.
Crunch Time
Teams participate in a series of short physical challenges using unexpected items. Teams have a certain amount of time to
practice each game but points only accrue when it’s crunch time!
Escape Experiences – Crack The Code & Unlock The Mystery
A typical Escape Experience involves locking a small group in a prop-filled room who must solve a series of clues and puzzles to
break out. But, in our versions any size group can participate anywhere! In Crack The Code, teams use an iPad to escape
three virtual areas. And, in Unlock The Mystery, teams receive an assortment of props at a team table in addition to those
placed around the room – making this a highly customizable program - and are challenged with breaking into a locked box at the
front of the room.
Float Your Boat
"Whatever floats your boat" are good words to live by. But, in this team building activity, they are essential, as teams must build
a boat capable of holding two of their teammates in a race against all other teams. The boat-building materials? Nothing more
than cardboard and duct tape!
Football Frenzy (H)
Teams will be pumped up to tackle these football-themed challenges located throughout your event area. The only equipment
they’ll need to carry with them are their pads – team iPads that is! Teams will participate in a variety of fun tasks that anyone –
even an armchair quarterback – could tackle like a football toss, name the jock rock song bytes, Tic-Tac-Touchdown and more!
Icing on the Cake
Teams may think this event is a piece of cake, but there’s a lot to do if they want to top all other teams! Teams must decorate a
cake, chef’s hats and aprons and whip up a presentation that’s better than all others, or they’ll get creamed!
Laugh & Learn
Dave Mitchell, named Best Speaker of 2013 by Meeting Professionals International and whose book was selected as Best
Business Book of the Month by Amazon.com when it was released delivers experiences that can best be described as
performance psychology meets stand-up comedy. Your executives will laugh out loud as they learn more about themselves and
others in their lives in a series of topics such as The Power of Understanding People, High Performing Culture and Expanding
Your Market Share.
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Level Up (H)
The aim of the game is simple … score as many points as possible before you run out of time. There’s something for everyone
in this fun, frenetic activity with teams solving puzzles, cracking codes and completing photo and video challenges. Teams work
through five levels, with each passing level becoming more and more complex. However – the harder the challenge, the higher
the points.
Lip Sync Bash-Up
Anyone who has ever found themselves “playing” a little air guitar or mouthing lyrics into their hairbrush knows how much fun
this is. Your group doesn’t need great signing voices for this popular activity - it’s all about creativity and attitude!
Make A Scene/Marvels (H)
It is usually considered impolite to make a scene. But, during this team building activity, it’s actually encouraged as teams create
their own must-see commercial or film for their company in Make a Scene or superhero-themed film using an iPad with a custom
app to help them create their unique video. The activity ends with an awards ceremony where all films are viewed, and prizes
awarded to those the audience enjoyed best.
Manor House Murder (H)
Sometimes planning a team building event can be murder. But, in this case, murder IS the team building event! The body of an
internationally renowned lawyer has been found and your group must examine the evidence and liaise with key suspects and
witnesses to piece together the sequence of events in this high-tech who dunnit.
No Table Unturned
It’s no mystery – people love to guess “who dunnit!” And, it’s even more fun when the mystery is customized for your group, as
the clues delivered to team tables in between courses reveal attendees as potential suspects and a crime that resonates with
your group. Did they smuggle out the company’s top secrets? Kill the competition? Steal the lollipops from the receptionist’s
desk? If you can imagine it, we’ll leave no table unturned as we script a mystery that will intrigue and delight your guests!
Not Your Average Game Show (H)
These are not just trivial matters. Our game shows incorporate a wide range of challenges including music, visual puzzles and
physical games as well. And, rather than just a few participants on stage at a time, everyone participates in our game shows
with teams facing off against one another!
Push For The Summit
Just as executives are always striving to reach the top, this executive team building event finds participants competing to be the
team that summits a fictional mountain first. Teams alternate competing in mountain-themed challenges and solving clues. If
they are the first to complete the challenge, they get a hint to solve the clue and if they are the first to solve the clue, they get a
tool that will help them in their final quest.
Raise the Tiki Bar
It’s time to raise the bar – a tiki bar that is! Everyone is sure to hold a torch for this event, which finds them competing in tiki
trivia to earn tokens used to purchase items needed to transform an ordinary classroom table into a tiki bar!
Sand Blast
Teams have a blast as they learn how to sculpt sand from award-winning experts. Then, they use their engrained knowledge to
sculpt team masterpieces that everyone will dig.
Serious BusinessGames
If you’re looking for something that is fun, but offers real-world applications, these business games transport your group to an
alternative business world – such as a country, zoo, or soccer stadium – that serves as a metaphor for your own company. This
creates a safe distance from the working environment for your group, but you can still easily translate the “outcome” in a debrief
held at the end of the event. By means of interaction, collaboration and experiencing dos and don’ts in an energetic live
simulation, people get the best out of themselves and others.
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Smart Connections
Looking for a way to connect your attendees remotely before your meeting? This event allows your attendees to connect using
their own phones while gamifying educational learning objectives. Colleagues can play individually or earn points for their region
while completing a variety of challenges. The connection and interaction continues on-site when attendees meet face to face.
Spud Racer
Usually when you talk about produce and heat in the same sentence, it’s time for dinner. But, not in this team building activity!
Teams create racecars out of fruit, vegetables and materials provided. Then, race them on pinewood derby-type tracks in a
series of heats to determine the overall winner.
Summer Camp Challenge
Bring back all the fun of summer camp…without the bug bites and awkward teen moments. Groups explore the “camp” as they
meet up with Counselors who challenge them with a series of physical, mental and creative activities. Win or lose, we promise
that your entire team will leave feeling like truly happy campers!
Survival of the Fittest
An alternative, or addition to the typical fun run! If you’re looking for a fitness-related event that works for everyone – whether
they lift weights regularly or the only weight they ever pull is their own when it comes to achieving results in the workplace – then
this series of fitness-related mental and light physical challenges offers perfect balance!
SurStrivor
Tribes strive to do the best they can in a series of creative, physical and mental challenges. Who will surstrive and who will be
thrown off the island at the end of the activity? Only time will tell in this competitive team building activity!
The Big Picture
The perfect event if you want everyone working together on separate teams to come together as one at the end of the event.
Teams compete in different physical, mental and creative challenges to collect art squares. The more squares they collect, the
better their score, but all are decorated and pieced together on a giant mural at the end of the event, resulting in a big reveal of a
logo or secret message!
The Games
It’s time for your team to strive for the gold in a series of relays appropriate for those with a coach or a couch potato mentality!
Whether they experience the thrill of victory, or the agony of defeat, all walk away a stronger team! And, if a sports theme
doesn’t “play” well with you, we can incorporate other themes, such as beach games, superhero games and more.
The Pitch (H)
In this creative and challenging event, teams are armed with a team iPad and face challenges that get them to focus on creating,
marketing and pitching the perfect product. Teams put their business acumen and entrepreneurial skills to the test. Which team
in your group will have what it takes to come out on top in this competitive challenge?
Tropical Libation Container Creation
Your guests won’t be able to contain their excitement as they unleash their creativity and go bananas trying to create the
ultimate tropical drink container out of the fresh produce provided. Will they create a hurricane glass out of a honeydew? A mug
out of a melon? Your guests will drink in the fun!
Two Can Play That Game
Looking for a fun, fast-paced competition that will leave your guests wanting to “play” more? If you’re looking for a great way for
two teams to go head to head, then Two Can Play That Game is the perfect team building activity for you. This event is
fashioned after Hollywood Game Night, but the stars of the show are your very own colleagues. After a series of challenges, find
out which team’s stars will fall and which team will stand out in the spotlight!
With Flying Colors
Teams visit a colorful array of challenge stations where they must complete a task. Upon successful completion of the task,
participants are dusted with an explosion of color! The more colors they collect on their shirts, the easier it will be to complete
one vibrant final challenge at the end of the event to determine the one winning team.
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Hunts
Clued In (H)
Guests are transformed into detectives and complete crime scene-related tasks. Each time one is completed, a piece of
information is released that will help them identify the guilty suspect, weapon and location similar to the board game “Clue.”
Teams will track down evidence, solve clues, conduct casework, take crime scene photos and videos and more!
ESQ (Epic Selfie Quest) (H)
Are you ready for your close up? Teams attempt to earn points by solving clues that reveal the locations of the items they must
feature in team selfies taken throughout their event area.
Kapow! (H)
Guests will have a super time exploring the event area in this super hero-themed GPS hunt played on phones or tablets. Teams
may find themselves taking super hero-inspired photos and videos; answering trivia questions about super heroes; conquering
evil villains by decoding bombs; solving conundrums and more. This is a “super” way to explore an event area while having a
marvelous time!
Get to the Point (H)
If you don’t see the point of going to a destination and not giving your group an opportunity to experience it, then this GPS hunt,
played on phones or tablets, is the perfect choice for your attendees! That’s because teams get to explore the event area while
they compete in photo, video, trivia, and other fun challenges that open when they find points on a map. Like the idea of this
event, but want to do it without leaving your venue? You can still get your point across by having teams access anytime
challenges and using image recognition that opens challenges only when certain items are found in the venue!
The Great Race (H)
Teams have an amazing time chasing down locations where they acquire points for performing physical, mental and creative
challenges. This versatile activity can be conducted as a road rally, or on foot in an area of interest.
The Power of One (H)
The premise behind Random Acts of Kindness is that it just takes one – one action, one smile, one favor, one comment, etc., –
to make a difference. In this event, teams will experience that power not just once, but many times as they hunt through the
area, completing challenges that build on this premise.
Team Dynamics Dash (H)
Working together as a team in essential if you want to achieve your business goals. But, every team member is different – how
do you maximize these differences and put them to work for your business? By having fun together as a team completing tasks
that put the spotlight on these dynamics. After the event, your team can do a self debrief to analyze the lessons they learned
from these tasks, to gain insight and make your team stronger.
Treasure Hunts (H)
If you can think of a theme, we can create a hunt for it, whether it’s Pirates, International Spies, Sherlock Holmes or just
something you have a wild hair about. Working in teams, participants solve a variety of clues. Our specialty is creating clever
clues that are fun, not predictable! Hunts can be delivered in a book, or as a smartphone hunt! And, they are the perfect way to
explore an area of interest and incorporate custom company information.
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Charitable Events
After School Snack Sacks
Teams will turn blank, eco-friendly canvas bags into reusable snack sacks any child would be excited to keep even when the
food is gone! After the sacks have been decorated, teams fill them with snack items like cereal, macaroni and cheese, crackers,
pretzels, granola bars and fruit snacks.
ArCANtecture/Canned Goods Carnival/Mini Golf Fore Good
Teams display their “can-do” attitude by using canned food to create either a sculpture, carnival game or mini golf hole. After
being judged for creativity, the cans are donated to a local food bank. If the Canned Goods Carnival or Mini Golf For Good are
selected, teams play the game or a 9-hole round of mini golf when complete and an additional prize for highest score is given!
Battle for the Troops
This competitive, fast paced event takes all the best elements from game shows and physical team challenge events and
combines them into one really fun charitable event that ultimately benefits a military non-profit such as the USO.
Blankies & Bears
If you have a soft spot for kids, cuddle up to this event, which finds teams assembling no-sew blankets and stuffing teddy bears
for kids in need.
Care Packages
Teams show they care by stuffing care packages and writing thank you notes for worthwhile organizations. Whether you’d like
to help our soldiers, kids, the elderly, the sick – we have a care package that will put a smile on their face. Teams also compete
in challenges to win bonus items to make their care packages extra special!
Children’s Cheer Packages
Teams compete in games and challenges sure to bring back childhood memories as they “earn” supplies towards cheer
packages that will be donated to brighten the day of children staying in a local hospital. In addition to the cheer packages that
are filled with books and activities and decorated, participants also assemble teddy bears for the patients.
Clothing Creations
Clothing, which is donated after the event to a charity that desperately needs it, is fashioned into works of art following a theme
of your choice! So, if items such as socks, T-shirts and towels were being donated to a homeless shelter and the theme was
“shoot for the stars,” teams may mold the clothing into a rocket ship, astronaut or alien. Other items, such as construction
paper, pipe cleaners, aluminum foil and more are provided to give definition to the sculptures.
College Prep
Kids who foster out of the system at age 18 who were smart enough to get a scholarship, still face an important test – paying for
items for their dorm room! In this event, teams get a “report card” highlighting the different classes - game stations around the
room - they can visit. Classmates must “go to class” and get a grade based on how well they completed the game. All of the
games are built around items the students will need for their dorm!
Comfort Kits
Your team will get a good night’s sleep knowing they helped children in need get the same with these comfort kits. Teams
participate in challenges to earn a fun bag and items, such as a stuffed animal, a blankie, and books, to comfort those children
who are homeless or placed into care that have their few belongings in a meager, plastic bag get a bit of dignity back.
Department Store Sweep
Ever feel like you don’t have a clue about what to buy for someone? In this event, your guests won’t have that problem at all
because their entire event revolves around solving clues that lead them to find items in a local department store that benefit a
charity!
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Donation Quest (H)
Searching for a fun way to hold a charitable event that involves more than simply assembling care packages? Then search no
more! Donation Quest is a team activity wrapped into a high-tech treasure hunt that requires participants to travel from location
to location as they work together to unlock challenges that will find them solving clues and puzzles, taking team photos and
videos, and more to earn points that translate into donations.
Dress for Success
Teams make a sparkling difference as they make jewelry that is donated to Dress for Success, whose mission is empowering
women to achieve economic independence by providing a network of support, professional attire and the development tools to
help women thrive in work and in life.
Get It in Gear
Teams gear up to have some fun by building and decorating bicycles, which are judged for creativity and then donated to
children in need. Before teams begin, however, they must earn their bike building supplies by completing a variety of mental and
physical team challenges.
Give Back Game Show (H)
In the Give Back Game Show there is no studio audience because everyone is a contestant! And, although teams are
competing for prizes, they don’t keep them for themselves – they’re all donated to charity! You choose the charity and we create
games that put the spotlight on the cause and the items, which are given away throughout the event.
Hospital Art
Teams work together to turn black and white, pre-designed canvases into colorful, cheerful works of art. These canvases are
donated through The Foundation for Hospital Art to a hospital, clinic, nursing home, or shelter.
Just The Ticket
If you’re looking for an event that gets your attendees to know one another better, then this event is just the ticket! That’s
because guests play a quick series of games to win raffle tickets. But more importantly, the games allow them to interact with
one another and share information about themselves in a fun and engaging way.
Kid’s Snack Packages
This care packages event is a fun twist on the traditional! Teams stuff drawstring backpacks with non-perishable food items for
children in need, who often go hungry outside of school lunch hours. In order to earn food items, teams compete in a series of
games that are sure to bring back fun memories of their own childhood!
Make an Impact (H)
Teams utilize an iPad, complete with GPS technology, image recognition and augmented reality to complete a wide range of
multimedia challenges to earn “iMpacts.” Each “iMpact” earned translates into a donation towards a global project of their
choosing, making a world of change to those in need!
Pet Project
Teams compete in a series of pet-themed games to earn supplies that are donated to a local pet shelter. How well will your
team fare in the Shake Your Tail Feathers, Rawhide Flip, or Animal Attraction challenges? Only one team will win but all will
have a doggone good time at this event that provides a local shelter with much needed supplies!
Plant Some Sunshine
Your guests can plant some sunshine in the life of a local senor citizen by simply spending a couple of hours having fun with
your colleagues. Participants decorate terracotta pots that will later be delivered to a local nursing home. The blooming plants
inside the pots will provide long lasting “sunshine” to brighten the room of each recipient.
Play for Keeps
Teams test much-needed, brand-new sports equipment in a series of relays before handing it over to a charity that desperately
needs it. Kids from the charity can even be on hand to help their team win the day.
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Race for Relief
The race is on to provide relief for the type of charity that is near to your heart – choose from schools and students in need, the
homeless or animal shelters – as teams use items these organizations need to make racecars. When the race is over, we race
the items used in the cars over to help those in need!
Reading Rocks!
Teams assemble reading benches, stuff and dress toy animals to be reading buddies, and participate in challenges such as
literature-based trivia and “Book Bingo” to win books. The team collecting the most books wins! All items are donated to local
charity to encourage success through literacy.
Red Wagon Brigade
Teams assemble and decorate wagons for kids in need to play with. Next, they play games reminiscent of favorite childhood
games to win points for their team and toys to place in their wagon.
TOMS for Tots to Teens
Your group can provide shoes for local children in need and also benefit those in other countries. Turn a pair of plain canvas
TOMS shoes into a work of art that any child would be excited and proud to wear. Fabric markers, paint, glitter, and other
decorating supplies will be available as guests put their personal touch on a pair of TOMS shoes. We’ll deliver the designed
shoes to a local non-profit organization to distribute and TOMS will match that donation and distribute shoes internationally
through their One for One program.
Toy Chest Challenge
This event will make your attendees feel like a kid again as they compete in challenges that ultimately helps kids in need!
Teams rotate through a series of hands-on games like Pony Hop Races, Giant Jenga, Crayon Ring Toss and more that center
around the toys being donated to the local non-profit. The team with the most points at the end also goes home with a prize –
no do-overs!
Unlock the Donation
If your group has a cause that’s near and dear to them, then this event, which builds on the popularity of Escape rooms, is ideal.
That’s because it finds teams racing to be the first to open, not only their hearts to the charity, but a locked chest containing a
donation for them!
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Mixers and Reception Activities
Please note, these are not stand-alone events. Rather, they are designed to enhance an existing event such as a
reception or theme party.
Advice from the Tiki Gods
This themed mixer will certainly liven up any beach or Polynesian-themed party or reception! Guests earn leis as they mingle
with others, playing a Mad Libs-style game that results in hilarious Advice from the Tiki Gods.
Beach Ball Blast
During this popular beach-themed activity guests get beach balls with letters on them and must mingle with others to form
beach-themed words. “Lifeguards” give leis to guests for each word formed. At the end of the party, the guest with the most leis
wins.
Beadapalooza
If you want to get a bead on how to engage your guests during your next networking function, this activity is perfect for your
krewe, whether you’re in New Orleans, or just want a Big Easy way to entertain wherever your party may be! Guests swap
beads, and business cards, for a networking activity like no other!
Business Card Exchange
Great for user conferences or associations, this activity encourages participants to exchange business cards through a fun
networking activity. Once attendees have collected the business cards of others that match the criteria in their business card
holder, they are entered into a prize drawing. Attendees keep all of the cards they’ve collected to encourage further connections
throughout the conference and beyond!
Card Sharks
This is the perfect accompaniment to a casino party night. Or, it can stand on it’s own! Guests win poker chips throughout the
evening by taking part in card-themed activities including a mixer where they form human poker hands and card-themed
competitions that pit players against one another on stage.
Charitable Activity Stations
Need a way to incorporate your social responsibility goals into a meeting but are short on time? Incorporate charitable activity
stations into your reception event! Guests can stuff teddy bears for local children in need, assemble care packages, paint murals
to be displayed in a hospital or nursing home, or even sew quilt squares together to create handmade blankets. Ask us how we
can plan just the right activity for your event.
Detect & Dine (H)
Everyone knows that a great dinner event can be murder to pull off. But, what makes this dinner event great is murder – a
murder mystery that is! Here’s the plot – guests compete in challenges on their own smart device, many of which require them
to interact with others, and each time one is completed, a piece of information is released that will help them identify the guilty
suspect.
Get a Clue
Guests eliminate suspects, motives and locations by viewing what’s written on other guest’s nametag lanyards. The mystery is
customized for your group. For instance, a bridal company may have to figure out who knocked off the Mother-of-the-Bride. Was
it the Groom with the Cake Knife at The Bachelor Party? Or, was it the DJ with the Garter in the Florist Shop?
Hunt Mixer
Guests hunt down clue stations placed throughout the corporate hospitality event. More than a solution is revealed – so too is
corporate information woven into the clues. Guests solving all of the clues are placed into a grand prize drawing.
Jewel Exchange
If you want your guests to exchange conversation with more than just their usual cliques, host this sparkling mixer activity that
ends with one attendee taking home a real diamond!
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Lei’d Back
This tropical mixer finds participants swapping leis with other participants, so they eventually have 10 leis that are all the same
color. Once they complete this task, they are awarded with a special lei and an entry into a prize drawing.
Make the Connection (H)
Usually if guests are on their smart devices during a party, you may think they’re not entertained. But, not so with this activity!
In this event, gusts’ phones and/or tablets not only serve as the vehicle for an entertaining activity; they also allow them to make
a connection with other guests in a fun way!
Mix It Up
Want to mix things up and get your guests interacting? This event features a variety of mixer and icebreaker activities that will
get your team to practice a number of skills, such as communication, strategy, problem solving and teamwork while getting to
know one another better!
Netpackaging
What do you get when you combine a networking mixer with a care package assembly activity? You get "Netpackaging" – the
ideal way for your guests to get to know one another, all while exchanging items to complete several care packages, and doing
good for others!
Play to Win
Encourage interaction and friendly competition with themed challenge stations set up throughout your theme party. Guests must
“play to win” as they challenge each other to quick games where the victor receives a raffle ticket for a prize drawing. Games are
developed to enhance the theme of the event. So whether you are having a luau on the beach or a medieval feast in a castle,
Play to Win activities will be the hit of the party!
Pump Up The Volume
As your guests roll into your party, you can make their evening rock by giving them a fun way to mix and mingle with others.
Option One is an upbeat guessing game that has people solving clues to complete the partial song titles worn on other’s name
badges. If they have the chops to find and solve all ten, they’re entered into a prize drawing. Option Two finds all working
together in harmony to form song titles with the words on each other’s name badges. The more people they meet and song titles
they make, the more guitar picks they collect and the one “picking” up the most wins a prize!
Six Degrees of Separation Mixer
The "six degrees of separation" concept, builds on the theory that any two people on earth are six or fewer acquaintances apart.
In this movie-themed mixer, guests get a nametag lanyard with a movie star’s name on it. Of course, Kevin Bacon will be one of
the names!
Stir Things Up
Guests become mixologists as they get a lanyard imprinted with a cocktail ingredient and are invited to blend with others to
create different mixed drinks. For instance, a guest wearing a “vodka” nametag could find someone wearing “tonic” and both
would get a swizzle stick. The guest with the most swizzle sticks drinks in the glory and wins a prize.
What If?
Guests share their answers to various “If statements” they are each wearing on a name badge lanyard with other guests
throughout the activity. For instance, “If I could only eat one food for the rest of my life it would be…” Guests who collect a
certain number of answers to their question from different guests by a set time are entered into a prize drawing. And, if their
name is called out, the people whose answers they collected also come on stage to see if they remember their answers and
they too win a prize!
Winner Winner Chicken Dinner
Everyone will have a winning time during this high-tech activity, no matter what’s on the menu, or when it’s held (over breakfast,
lunch or dinner)! That’s because this event helps everyone connect – even if they’re a little chicken when it comes to starting up
a conversation at a dining table with a bunch of strangers! A new course of challenges is released every 15 minutes via one
tablemate’s own phone, giving guests time to eat in between each round.
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